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ADVANCED SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
GROUND OPERATIONS STUDY
Clement D. DiLoreto
Manager, Advanced Programs
Martin Marietta Aerospace
Kennedy Space Center, Florida

The side mount SDV configuration is called
the Shuttle Derived Cargo Vehicle (SDCV) and
the inline configuration is called the
Shuttle Derived Cargo Launch Vehicle (SDCLV).
The third configuration is a modification to
the basic STS vehicle, consisting of a large
shroud (the ACC) attached to the bottom of
the ET which increases the STS volume carrying capability.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents partial results of a
ground operations study for a series of
Shuttle Derived Vehicles (SDV's). The
paper covers hardware and operational
impacts for Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and
Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) resulting
from processing any one of three different
SDV configurations while maintaining Space
Transportation System (STS) operations.

The SDCLV provides the capability to launch
approximately 25% more payload weight than
the basic STS to low earth orbit (LEO) within a larger volume. The SDCV vehicle provides the capability to launch over twice
the STS payload capability to LEO in a
volume approximately four times that of the
STS. The ACC approximately doubles the STS
volume capability with only a small weight
penalty due to the direct insertion of STS
into orbit without an orbital maneuvering
subsystem (QMS) burn.

The SDV configurations were assembled from
Shuttle-type hardware (e.g., Solid Rocket
Boosters (SRB's), External Tanks (ET's),
Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSME's) and
Orbiter subsystems). One configuration
incorporates a side mounted payload carrier/
propulsion module similar to the Orbiter on
STS. A second configuration incorporates an
inline payload carrier and propulsion module.
The third configuration is the STS vehicle
with an additional payload shroud structure
located aft of the ET with approximately
the same volume as the Orbiter Payload Bay.

CONFIGURATIONS
SDCV
The SDCV (Figure 1) is a sidemount payload
(P/L) configuration similar in appearance
to the STS using a STS lightweight ET and
filament wound case (FWC) SRB's. A cargo
carrier (CC) consisting of an expendable
P/L module and a recoverable propulsion
avionics (P/A) module is used in place of
the Orbiter.

For each launch vehicle (LV) configuration
and associated payloads, the paper presents
the launch site impacts including new and
modified facilities. Operational impacts
were defined that included assessments of
schedules, mixed (STS/SDV) fleet analysis,
test procedures, and software.
INTRODUCTION

In this concept the P/L module has an overall length of 162 feet, an outside diameter
of 27.6 feet, and a payload bay that is 90
feet long x 25 feet in diameter and an inert
weight of approximately 52,200 pounds. The
P/L module carries a payload weight of
approximately 150,000 pounds to LEO.

This presentation covers a portion of the
Advanced Space Transportation System/Ground
Operations (ASTS/GO) Study which evaluated
launch operations and their impacts at KSC
and VAFB for two SDV's and the STS augmented
with an Aft Cargo Carrier (ACC). These
designs are conceptual in nature and reflect
some of the concepts for SDV's and enhancements to the STS program.
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The recoverable P/A module (attached to the
aft end of the P/L module) has an overall
length of 34.2 feet, a base span of 25.8
feet and a lift-to-drag ratio of 0.83, and
contains three SSME's, two OMS's, landing
gear, parachutes, and houses all the
avionics systems. The P/A module is
designed to be recovered on land for
numerous reuses.

In this concept the shroud is 20.7 feet
long x 27.6 feet in diameter. The shroud
protects the payloads after lift-off
through ascent. During ground operations,
the shroud can also serve as a secure payload container if that were desirable.
GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The following statements briefly present the
general framework against which the study
was performed:

SDCLV
The SDCLV (Figure 2) is an inline vehicle
configuration composed of modified STS elements. The SDCLV uses three segments SRB's
as compared to four for the STS and a modified ET. The modified/shortened ET is the
core stage of the vehicle with the payload
shroud attached inline to the forward end,
and the recoverable P/A module attached
aft.

o Launch Sites, KSC and VAFB
o Vehicles, including ACC, SDCV and SDCLV
o Both horizontal and/or vertical payload
processing
o Pad payload changeout was required
o Each ASTS/GO LV was considered individually in combination with the STS
o Impacts were minimized to the on-going
STS program, and common use of facilities
were maximized
o Operational era assessment as defined in
the Shuttle Turnaround Analysis Report
(STAR) 025
o The mission model used was the MSFC
Nominal Mission Model (FY 1983-2000,
Revision 6) .

In this concept the payload shroud has an
overall length of 81 feet, and a diameter
of 18 feet and can accommodate a payload
of up to 60 feet long x 15 feet in diameter. The SDCLV payload capability in
this concept is in the range of 79,100
pounds to LEO. The P/A module has a single
SSME, two QMS engines, and all the avionics
components and recovery gear. This P/A
module is recovered at sea (possibly off
the western coast of the United States)
by using parachutes and a ballute. The
inert weight of the P/A module is approximately 22,000 pounds.

GROUND OPERATIONS OVERVIEW

spy
Figure 4 identifies the SDCV launch site
processing operations at KSC. The SDCV
element transportation modes are similar
to those on the STS program. The primary
facility for SDCV processing will be a
new facility; the Cargo Integration Building (CIB). The main requirement for this
facility is the need for large payload
integration, it also serves P/A to P/L
mate and P/A refurbishment requirements.
The combined element (P/A and P/L) called
the CC with payloads installed is moved
from the CIB to the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) for CC/ET mate. The SDCV is then
moved to the Pad for final prelaunch processing which culminates in the SDCV launch.

ACC
The ACC configuration (Figure 3) is a threeelement (skirt, payload support structure
(PSS), shroud) frame and stringer stabilized
structure which could provide the STS with
an additional cargo volume of approximately
9,000 cubic feet and can accommodate odd
shaped payloads up to 25 feet in diameter
and 20 feet in length.
The skirt is an aluminum alloy structure
that is 9.4 feet long x 27.6 feet in diameter and provides an easily attached
interface (I/F) to the ET and a structural
I/F for PSS attachment.

The SDCV launch processing operations at
VAFB are similar to the KSC operations. One
major difference from KSC processing is that
the vehicle mating is performed on the launch
mount (LM) much like the STS operations at
VAFB. The VAFB operations do not include
P/A refurbishment which is planned to be
performed at KSC. If, however, program
requirements dictate otherwise the P/A
refurbishment facility can be duplicated
at VAFB.

The PSS is an 18 inch deep double cruciform beam designed as the primary payload
carrying member and is the structural interface for shroud attachment. The PSS provides payload support during prelaunch
operations. Since the payloads can be
supported by the PSS within the shroud,
the assembly can be mated/demated after
STS stacking. This concept permits ACC
(P/L) mate to occur late in the prelaunch
processing activities, and provides the
potential for contingency demate after STS
stacking.
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SDCLV
At KSC the SDCLV will be integrated in the
VAB. Prior to integration the core stage
will be checked out in the ET Checkout (C/0)
Cell and mated to the core stage in this
area. The payloads will be mated to the
P/L adapter in the new Cargo Hazardous
Servicing Facility (CHSF) and the shroud
installed. The SDCLV payloads within the
shroud will be placed on top the core
stage in the VAB prior to rollout to the
Pad for final SDCLV prelaunch processing
and launch.

TABLE 1
KSC FACILITY IMPACTS - SDCV
VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING

o

Integration Cell modifications are required to accommodate larger CC.

ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
Modify SRB forward hatch walkways for
contingency access to the avionics.
o Modify lower levels to provide P/A access.
o Addition of the SDCV Payload Access Room
(SPAR) for Pad access.
o

Figure 5 identifies the SDCLV launch processing operations at VAFB. The SDCLV
element transportation modes are similar
to those on the STS program with the
exception of the P/A module which is
transported within the Super Guppy to
VAFB. The primary area for SDCLV processing is the Pad area where the SDCLV
is integrated and checked out. The
Shuttle Assembly Building (SAB) and Mobile
Service Tower (MST) are used to mate the
P/A module to the core stage and for core/
SRB mate and finally for installation of
the shroud with payloads on top of the core
stage. The vehicle is checked out and prepared for launch on the mount.

FIXED SERVICE STRUCTURE

o

o

Umbilical Access Arm (UAA) is required at
the 240 foot elevation to permit personnel access for hypergolic loading of the
Forward Reaction Control System (FRCS).
Payload Umbilical Arm (PUA) T-0 umbilical arm is required to provide conditioned
air for SDCV payloads.

NEW FACILITIES
o

ACC
Figure 6 identifies the ACC launch processing operations at KSC. The ACC (PSS/shroud)
will arrive at KSC via an ET barge. The
assembly will be towed from the barge dock
to the VAB for placement into a proposed new
ACC C/0 and storage area located on the
ground floor below the ET C/0 and storage
cells in High Bay 4. The ET with the skirt
attached will be towed to the VAB and placed
in an ET C/0 Cell. Checkout operations for
the ACC skirt will be performed in parallel
with ET C/0 operations in the ET C/0 Cell.

Cargo Integration Building
- Horizontal payload integration facility
also utilized for P/A to P/L mate
operations and P/A refurbishment.
TABLE 2
VAFB FACILITY IMPACTS - SDCLV

MOBILE SERVICE TOWER

o
o

Provide payload access capability including Clean Room.
Modify MST platforms to accommodate the
SDCLV outer skin line.

ACCESS TOWER
After ACC assembly (PSS/shroud) C/0 operations are complete, the PSS will be transferred to the proposed ACC C/0 Cells adjacent to the Vertical Processing Facility
(VPF), for payload mate operations. The
PSS will be placed in.a Payload Integration Stand (PIS) where it will be supported
for payload attachment. After the payloads
are mated to the PSS, interfaces will be
verified and the PSS/pay"loads will be prepared for mating. The integrated assembly
will then be transferred to the Mobile
Launch Platform (MLP) either in the VAB or
on the launch pad for ACC/ET mate operations.

o A T-0 umbilical is required to provide
conditioned air for SDCLV P/L.
o New core stage intertank access arm for
the Gaseous Hydrogen (GH2) vent system.
LAUNCH MOUNT
o
o

Provide new SSME exhaust tunnel for inline engine.
Add two new T-0 tail service masts to
provide cryogenic, purge, and electrical
services to the P/A module.

TANK CHECKOUT FACILITY
o

FACILITY IMPACTS
The facility impacts for SDCV at KSC, SDCLV
at VAFB, and the ACC at KSC are shown in
Tables 1 , 2, and 3.
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Modify access platforms for core stage.

TABLE 3

TABLE 4

KSC FACILITY IMPACTS - ACC

STS/SDV TIMELINE INFORMATION*

VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING

ACTIVITIES

STS

SDCV

SDCLV

o

OFF
432
VAB Integrated Operations 120
Pad Operations
336
Recovery Operations
-

168
161
336
72

163
245
324
72

737

804

o
o

Provide access and
and storage area,
Modify ET C/0 Cell
accommodate the ET
Install ACC access
Integration Cell.

services for ACC C/0
access platforms to
with skirt attached,
platforms within the

Total (Hours)

MOBILE LAUNCH PLATFORM

888

*Based on STAR 025

o

Modify SRB overpressure plumb!ing lines
to eliminate interference to the ACC.
Install trolley rails on the MLP for
ACC mate activities.
o Provide ACC umbilical for ACC/payload
services.

ACC
An operational analysis was performed for
the ACC at KSC. The data developed considered STS/ACC common facility usage
based on the STAR 025. The STAR was used
to determine the optimum times for ACC
ground processing events. Timelines were
developed for the various required ground
operations. These timelines show that all
ACC operations can be performed in parallel
with STS operations without serial impact.
This includes ACC/ET mate on the MLP either
in the VAB or on the Pad.

o

LAUNCH PAD
o

Modify SRB overpressure plumb!ing line
interfaces.

VERTICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
o

Provide an addition for ACC/payload mate
and shroud installation.

MIXED FLEET SCENARIOS

FIXED SERVICE STRUCTURE

o

The previous assessment of SDCV/SDCLV timelines (compared to the STAR 025 timeline
for STS) establishes the basic reference
necessary to prepare a composite study for
developing mixed fleet (STS/SDV) operational timelines.

Provide a cryogenic umbilical and
retract mechanism.

OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENTS
Each of the SDV's and associated processing
timelines need to be individually integrated
with the STS timeline to demonstrate the
impact due to their implementation into
the overall STS operational program. To
accomplish this effort STAR 025 processing
functions, assessments and the subsequent
timelines developed for the SDV's served as
basic parameters to apply an approach using
computer-aided techniques.

SDV'S
The KSC prelaunch operations timelines were
developed for the SDCV and the SDCLV's
utilizing, as a baseline, STAR 025. The
timelines were developed by performing an
analysis of the STS baseline timeline and
determining the delta activities with
respect to the SDCV and SDCLV's.
The comparative results to STS are presented
in Table 4. Both SDV's require less processing time than the STS, primarily due to the
fact that the P/A refurbishment time is less
than that of the Orbiter in the Orbiter Processing Facility (OFF). Both SDV's require
more time than the STS in the VAB Integration Cell due to mating activities. The
SDCLV (804 hours) requires more mate activities on the critical path, therefore its
overall processing tine falls between that
of the SDCV (737 hours) and the STS
hours).

The following groundrules and assumptions
were established to develop the mixed fleet
scenarios:
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
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STAR 025 to develop basic SDV timelines.
Flight assignment manifest as of May 9,
1983 for 1987/88 (Fit 61-81).
1987/88 manifested numbers of flights
was maintained; however, launch dates
not considered fixed,
Three Orbiters.
KSC facilities included two OPF's, two
VAB's, three MLP's, two Launch Pads,
Six days/week, three-shifts per day.
304 working days per year.

TABLE 5

The results show that the defined KSC facilities could accommodate the required 21 STS
flights in that year plus up to seven SDCV
flights. A word of caution is appropriate
since these data inputs are success oriented
and no time is allocated for unforeseen
contingencies.

OPERATION MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION (TEST
PROCEDURE) IMPACTS
VEHICLE

VEHICLE COMPARISON

SDCV
SDCLV
ACC

Under the concept of management by exception, a comparative analysis of the SDV anc
STS vehicle configurations was performed to
facilitate an assessment of the applicability of the existing STS Operations and
Maintenance Instructions (OMI's), and Launch
Processing System (IPS) application program
software to each of the SDV's. Based on
this comparison, it was concluded that the
ET and SRB elements of both the SDV and STS
configurations were similar with respect to
these subjects and therefore could utilize
the existing OMI's and application programs
with minimal changes.

OMI, APPLICATION SOFTWARE COMPARISONS

The ground operation test and checkout activities for the SDCV and SDCLV were used in
conjunction with the SDV/STS hardware comparison (described above) of the vehicle
differences to determine the impacts to
SDV OMI's from those used on STS. This
approach was also used to evaluate the
IPS application software impacts for the
two SDV vehicles. The results are shown
in Tables 5 and 6.

NEW

82
70
14

16
12
21

NEW OR MODIFIED
AS % OF STS TOTAL
27%
22%

STS OMI'S = 367
TABLE 6
APPLICATION PROGRAM (SOFTWARE) IMPACTS
VEHICLE
SDCV
SDCLV
ACC

Detailed comparisons were performed between
tlje SDV P/A modules and the STS Orbiters.
Because these elements differ so greatly
these comparisons were performed on a
functional system by system basis.
The systems required for each of the SDV
configurations were compared to their
corresponding existing STS system. By
considering the STS QMI's, IPS, and IPS
application software requirements for the
STS systems, and accounting for the differences and similarities between the
corresponding STS/SDV systems, an identification of the STS items was made on the
basis of SDV applicability. For those STS
items which were identified as applicable
to SDV processing, a further evaluation was
made to determine those items requiring
significant modification for SDV utilization. Furthermore, for those SDV systems
with no corresponding STS system, an evaluation was made to define the requirements
for new SDV OMI's, IPS components and IPS
application software.

REQUIRE
CHANGES

REQUIRE
CHANGES

NEW

543
863

1066
1130
18

NEW OR MODIFIED
AS % OF STS TOTAL
43%
53%
0.5%

?fS Software Programs = 3,780
CONCLUSIONS

The physical analysis performed has shown
that the SDCV and SDCLV can be processed
utilizing STS facilities at both the KSC
and VAFB. The configuration similarities
of both SDV's to the STS allow cross
utilization of a large portion of STS
facilities with the SDV program with
minimum impacts.
The new and modified facilities for the
SDV's have been presented. Their implementation could impact the STS flight rate
based on the Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) Nominal Mission Model. The Pad
modifications could limit the KSC flights
to 17 per year during their implementation
and the mission model projects rates from
4 18 to 25 during this period. The modification impacts would become more severe as
the SDV initial operating capability (IOC)
dates are further extended into the out
years. The VAFB facilities do not appear
to be as versatile as those at the KSC,
especially for the SDCLV on the LM.
«
Operational analysis indicate that the launch
processing time for the SDCV (737 hours) and
the SDCLV (804 hours) are less than the STS
(888 hours). The SDV timelines were integrated into a KSC mixed-fleet processing
scenarios and a feasible mixed fleet operation is potentially achieveable.
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The degree of optimism/pessimism within
this paper has been dictated by STAR 025.
The STAR estimates will probably be reduced
as launch team experience increases. However, the estimates do not reflect any
contingencies.

SRB
SSME
STAR
STS
T-0
UAA
VAB
VAFB
VPF

This paper has shown that the addition of
the ACC to the STS vehicle results in a
configuration which can be processed and
launched from the KSC and VAFB with minimum
impact to on-going STS processing and
launches.
Operational analysis indicates that the
additional standalone and integrated ACC
processing activities can be performed in
parallel with on-going STS operations without serial impact to the STS operational
timeline. This includes opportunities
for ACC/ET mate operations to be performed either in the VAB Integration Cell
or at the Launch Pad.
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ACC
Aft Cargo Carrier
ASTS/GO Advanced Space Transportation
System/Ground Operations
C/0
Checkout
CC
Cargo Carrier
CHSF
Cargo Hazardous Servicing Facility
CIB
Cargo Integration Building
ET
External Tank
FRCS
Forward Reaction Control System
FWC
Filament Wound Case
GH2
Gaseous Hydrogen
I/F
Interface
IOC
Initial Operating Capability
KSC
Kennedy Space Center
LEO
Low Earth Orbit
LM
Launch Mount
LPS
Launch Processing System
LV
Launch Vehicle
MSFC
Marshall Space Flight Center
MLP
Mobile Launch Platform
MST
Mobile Service Tower
OMI
Operations and Maintenance
Instruction
QMS
Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem
OPF
Orbiter Processing Facility
P/A
Propulsion Avionics
P/L
Payload
PIS
Payload Integration Stand
PSS
Payload Support Structure
PUA
Payload Umbilical Arm
RSS
Rotating Service Structure
SAB
Shuttle Assembly Building
SDCLV
Shuttle Derived Cargo Launch Vehicle
SDCV
Shuttle Derived Cargo Vehicle
SDV
Shuttle Derived Vehicle
SPAR
SDCV Payload Access Room
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Solid Rocket Booster Space Shuttle Main Engine
Shuttle Turnaround Analysis Report
Space Transportation System
Time Zero
Umbilical Access Arm
Vehicle Assembly Building
Vandenberg Air Force Base
Vertical Processing Facility

PAYLOAD MODULE

PROPULSION AVIONICS MODULE

162.0 FT
OVERALL LENGTH
27.6 FT
DIAMETER
25 FT DIA X 90 FT LONG
PAYLOAD BAY
INERT WEIGHT -52,200 LB

34.2 FT
LENGTH
25.8 FT
BASE SPAN
0.83
L/D MAX
~66,100LB
INERTWEIGHT
(INCLUDING 3-SSMEs)

CM
CO

SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER (2)
(FWC-STEEL DOMES/HPM)
149.2 FT
LENGTH (4 SEGMENTS)
12.2 FT
DIAMETER (SEGMENT)
-144,700 LB
INERT WEIGHT (EACH)
PROPELLANT (PBAN WEIGHT (EACH) ~1,108,800 LB
~ 3,000,000 LB
THRUST (SL)

EXTERNAL TANK (LWT)
153.8 FT
LENGTH
27.6 FT
DIAMETER
-66,200 LB
INERTWEIGHT
PROPELLANT WEIGHT~1,573,700 LB
FIGURE 1

SOCV CONFIGURATION

P/A REFURBISHMENT WING

CARGO INTEGRATION BUILDING
(CIB)

CARGO CARRIER
TRANSPORT
P/A MODULE
LAND RECOVERY

LAUNCH PAD
VIA SHUTTLE CARRIER
AIRCRAFT
P/L MODULE
TRANSPORT
ET,SRB IDENTICAL
TOSTS

RECEIVE P/L MODULE
FROM MFG BY BARGE

FIGURE 2

SDCV KSC GROUND OPERATIONS FLOW
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VEHICLE
ASSEMBLY BUILDING

RECOVERABLE
PROPULSION/
AVIONICS MODULE

JETTISONABLE
PAYLOAD FAIRING
3 SEGMENT SRB

WEIGHT (Li

SHORTENEDET

GLOW
SRB GROSS
SRBPROP
CO RE GROSS
CO RE PROP
2322.9 IN
193.57 FT

FIGURE 3

PAYLOAD

SDCLV CONFIGURATION
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2,819,500
1,989,030
1,668,190
751,370
659,000
79,100

PAYLOAD
PREPARATION
ROOM (PPR)

INCOMING
PAYLOADS

VEHICLE ASSEMBLY
SHUTTLE ASSEMBLY MOBILE SERVICE
TOWER (MST)
BUILDING (SAB)

INCOMING
P/L SHROUD AND
NOSE CONE
P/L SHROUD AND
NOSE CONE

ACCESS
TOWER

PAYLOAD ASSEMBLY
ON HORIZONTAL TRANSPORTER

TANK CHECKOUT
FACILITY (TCP)

CORE STAGE
AND P/L ADAPTER RING
P/L ADAPTER AND
ADAPTER RING
P/A FROM KSC
SRBs
(IDENTICAL TO STS)

BARGE AT DOCK
FIGURE 4

SDCLV VAFB GROUND OPERATIONS FLOW
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SKIRT
VOLUME

GROUND
UMBILICAL
P/L COMPARTMENT
VENTS (12 PLCS)

-Y-

PURGE
MANIFOLD

SKIRT VENTS
(10 PLCS)

FIGURE 5

ACC GENERAL PURPOSE CONFIGURATION

CO
CD

VEHICLE ASSEMBLY
BUILDING (VAB)
ET CHECK
OUT CELL

INTEGRATION CELL

ACC INSPECTION/
STORAGE

TRANSPORT
OF ET/ACC SKIRT

Js>

03
*-J

PSS&SHROUD
TRANSPORT

PSS&SHROUD
TRANSPORT

PAYLOAD
PSS&SHROUD
TRANSPORT
LAUNCH PAD

DOCK

PAYLOAD INTEGRATION

FIGURE 6

ACC K3C GROUND OPERATIONS FLOW

